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ABSTRACT

Rational arithmetic is a concept by means of which 
real numbers in Fortran IV programs are processed as ra
tios of integers. In most cases, the roundoff error typ
ical of floating-point arithmetic is completely elimina
ted. In the few exceptions, the programs misbehave visi
bly enough to alert the user to the presence of error.

The price paid for this advantage is a loss of approx
imately 57% on execution speed, but core storage require
ments need not be increased.

All necessary service subprograms have been written; 
thus, the task of converting existing applicable floating
point programs to utilize rational arithmetic has,been 
simplified. This thesis gives complete instructions for the 
use of these techniques and programs on the Colorado 
School of Mines* PDP-10 computer, with sufficient informa
tion so that the concept may be implemented at any compu
ter installation with Fortran IV capability.

The service subprograms, as well as applications in 
Linear Programming and matrix inversion, are described 
fully and accompanied by logic diagrams and Fortran IV 
listings.
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis is a report on the development of a tech
nique, and the associated programming package, that will 
prove useful in several applications. The technique is 
that of computer-processing noninteger numbers as ratios 
of integers; thus, complete accuracy is preserved.

This thesis may be understood by anyone with a good 
working knowledge of the Fortran IV language and some 
knowledge of Linear Programming or Matrix Algebra. It 
should serve as a manual to make rational arithmetic imme
diately available to the reader for his own application.

Structure of the Thesis

The thesis begins with brief theoretical (but simple) 
discussions of rational numbers and roundoff error, and 
continues with descriptions of the service routine package 
and the routines themselves.

Following are a "how-to" guide to programming in For
tran IV with rational arithmetic, and a section on appli
cations of rational arithmetic to matrix inversion and 
Linear Programming. Execution times of rational arithme
tic are compared with those of real arithmetic, both
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single- and double-precision.
The thesis concludes with some remarks as to possible 

future development, notably incorporation into the Fortran 
IV compiler. The Appendix includes code listings and out
put results of programs used in the project.

Conventions Used

On occasion, the character 0 is used for the digit 
"zero” to distinguish it from the letter "0".

Footnotes are used on occasion to elaborate on cer
tain points. These points are not in the main stream of 
the thesis, but are felt to deserve a more detailed expla
nation. The footnotes are numbered consecutively.

Originality

This project consists entirely of original work based 
on an idea that was essentially the author's. To the au
thor's knowledge, the idea has not been pursued in such 
detail before. The text contains no direct citations to 
the literature. The Bibliography consists of two manuals 
on computer programming.
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Computer System Considerations

Pour decks of punched cards have been submitted to 
Mr. Charles R. Baer of the Colorado School of Mines Mathe
matics Department. These are the rational arithmetic 
package, the rational matrix inversion program, the ra
tional Simplex main program, and the rational Simplex sub
routines. The user should contact Mr. Baer for instruc
tions on how to access and use these programs.

It should be kept in mind that the coding for this 
thesis was written for the PDP-10 computer and the current 
Fortran IV system thereof. Any changes made by the Colo
rado School of Mines Computing Center subsequent to publi
cation of this thesis are beyond the responsibility of the 
author, and the user should be sufficiently aware of the 
system in effect to make whatever changes are necessary.

Also, the user should keep in mind that some state
ments used here are not permitted in the Fortran IV of 
other machines. Examples are alphameric constants in ex
pressions, such as IF(YESNO.EQ.'YES'), and computed ex
pressions used as DO-parameters, such as 
DO 70 JJ=1,(N-LAST)/2 .
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AN OVERVIEW OP RATIONAL ARITHMETIC

Rational Numbers

A rational number is a number which can be expressed 
in the form p/q, where p and q are integers and q is non
zero. Rational numbers always yield rational results when 
added, subtracted, and multiplied. They also yield ra
tional results when divided or raised to an integer power, 
subject to certain precautions involving zero. However, 
taking a transcendental function (sine, logarithm, etc.) 
of a rational number or raising a rational number to a non
integer power (square root being such an operation) can 
very easily produce an irrational result.

The five basic arithmetic formulae, where a, b, c, d, 
and k are integers, are:

T a . c ad + be 
E + E = — 53—

2 . a c ad - be 
F - S’ = — 53—
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Of course, the five formulae are subject to the appropri
ate precautions involving zero.

Roundoff Error

The PDP-10 is fairly typical of computers in that a 
"word" of storage (the storage allocated to a number) con
sists of 36 binary bits. The storage of numbers in the 
Fortran IV language is in two distinct modes, integer and 
real.

In integer storage, of the 36 bits, it may be assumed 
that the first is allocated to the sign and the remaining 
35 are allocated to the magnitude of the integer. Thus a 
stored integer may have a maximimi magnitude of 2^^ - 1, or 
roughly 34 billion. Arithmetic among such integers (ex
cept for division) is always exact, provided that the num
bers remain within the 2^^ - 1 limit. If a number exceeds 
this limit, the user is informed of the error INTEGER 
OVERFIOW. If an attempt is made to divide by zero, the 
user is informed of the error INTEGER DIVIDE CHECK. Nei
ther of these errors is what is meant by "roundoff error."

Perhaps more similar to roundoff error is the pos
sible truncation of a fractional remainder following an 
integer division. However, integer division is seldom 
used carelessly by a programmer. The truncation is
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predictable, and the programmer will use it to his advan
tage. An example of this is a program to compute the num
ber of equipment items needed, say lathes for a machine 
shop. The rational service routines used in this thesis 
rely heavily on integer division truncation.

In real (or "floating point") number storage, a typical 
storage scheme for a machine with 36-bit words is as fol
lows: one bit is allocated to the sign of the number and 8 
bits are allocated to an integer exponent considered to be 
a power of two. Remaining is a 27-bit string, known as 
the "mantissa", representing the binary expansion of a 
value at least one-half, but less than unity. In signifi
cant figures, a 27-bit binary number is roughly equivalent 
in precision to an 8-digit decimal number.^ The sources 
of roundoff error may now be examined.

Prior to adding two numbers, each represented exactly 
by 8 digits or less, the decimal points must be aligned.
Even if the decimal points align perfectly, the exact sum 
of these two numbers may consist of 9 digits. If the dec
imal points do not align, the sum may consist of more than 
9 digits. At any rate, the 8-digit result retained as the 
sum is no longer exact. This is roundoff error.

^Consider 2̂ "̂  = (10^°S 2)27 ~3_q(.3)(2?) ^ lo®*^ ̂ 10® .
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In multiplication, the exact product of two 8-digit 
numbers generally consists of 16 digits. Again, the 8- 
digit result retained as the product is not exact.

Another source of roundoff error is produced by cer
tain rational numbers which cannot be represented exactly 
by a finite number (say 2?) of binary bits. For example, 
the relatively simple decimal number one-tenth has the in
finite binary expansion .0001100110011 . . .

These sources of roundoff error are admittedly minor, 
but in a computer program involving large arrays of data 
and long computational sequences, these minor errors can 
compound to the point where the results are meaningless, 
and the user is given no clue as to what is happening.

The mechanisms of such compounding are of little in
terest here. The reader is referred to any good textbook 
with a treatment of Error Analysis.

The fairly new development of Double Precision in 
Fortran IV has considerably reduced roundoff error. In 
Double Precision, the number occupies two words of stor
age. In the PDP-10, the mantissa of a Double-Precision 
number is 63 binary bits. However, Double Precision is

^According to the PDP-10 Timesharing Handbook, page 20 of 
Book 5, real constants and double-precision constantso
have the same range of magnitude, namely .14 x 10” to
1.7 X 10^®. This indicates that the number of bits allo
cated to the exponent is the same in both cases; thus all 
36 bits from the second word are allocated to additional 
mantissa, for a total of 63.
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an improvement in degree rather than in concept. Inexact
ness and loss of significance are still present.

Advantages and Disadvantages

Among advantages of rational arithmetic are:
1. There is no roundoff error. If the program executes 

without occurrences of overflow or divide check er
rors, nagging worries about roundoff error are elimi
nated, and the user may be certain that the results 
obtained are true and exact.

2. The logic of certain programs may be improved, namely 
those using a "tolerance" to make logical decisions 
on whether a number is "close enough" to zero. A ra
tional number is clearly zero or nonzero, and such 
programs rewritten in terms of rational arithmetic 
will always make correct decisions without the need 
of a tolerance.

3. Rational arithmetic preserves the fractional nature 
of a problem. This feature will be of value in the 
small homework-type problem, where the data are usu
ally in fractions and the answer is desired in frac
tions. (It was such a situation that led to the idea 
of rational arithmetic.)

4. Rational arithmetic does not necessarily require any 
more core storage thap does real arithmetic.
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5* Converting programs is a matter of minor editing, not
major overhaul.

Among disadvantages of rational arithmetic are:
1. Rational arithmetic requires more than twice as much 

execution time as does real arithmetic. This is 
treated more fully in the section on EXECUTION SPEEDS.

2. Program coding is more involved, and may be somewhat 
longer.

3. Rational arithmetic is not applicable to all types of 
problems.

Applications of Rational Arithmetic and their Selection

Rational arithmetic will find obvious application in 
such common problems as simultaneous solution of linear 
equations, matrix operations, and Linear Programming.
These three problems are somewhat related, but the fact 
remains that for the ratio-of-integers technique to be ef
fective, certain features are required of the problem.

First, all input data must be rational. Second, the 
problem must be free of irrational constants such as 7T, e, 

etc. Third!, all arithmetic operations required must 
be of the simple type as described in the section on 
Rational Numbers, and the number of such operations must
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3theoretically be finite. And last, rational answers must 
be more desirable than floating-point answers, from the 
user's standpoint, with the advantages and disadvantages 
being taken into account.

^Many transcendental functions are equivalent to Taylor's
aseries, which are constructed of terms of the form n ,
nl

which in themselves are rational if each a^ is rational;
but since the full expression is an infinite series 
yielding a result which may be irrational, one must con
clude that an infinite sequence of rational operations 
does not necessarily produce a rational result, and that 
an important class of computer-oriented problems, namely 
those based on iteration, are not subject to improvement 
by rational arithmetic.
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THE RATIONAL SERVICE PACKAGE

Structure and Basic Features

The rational service package is a file containing 8 
Fortran IV subprograms, these being 3 subroutines and 5 
functions. During the project, the package was set up on 
the author's student disk area as a file named RATONL.
The card deck of this package has been submitted to Mr. 
Baer, and it is felt that he will most likely set up the 
file in the "library" portion of the Mathematics Depart
ment's file area, [17000,5], in which case the proper file 
request in the user's .EXECUTE command will be 
LIBMAT[17000,5]/LIB. In this thesis, the expression 
"Ratonl.Ext" is used to represent the file of the rational 
service package, and "Progim.Ext" is used to represent the 
file(s) of the user's program.

Figure 1 shows the names of the 8 subprograms, and 
their interrelationships with each other as well as with 
the user's program and subroutines. A hatched arrowhead 
represents an available call, and a white arrowhead repre
sents a required or programmed-in call.
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User*s program and subroutines

1XPMT6OP

IPIXR

PLOATR

SPLIT JOIN

FACTORCONDIT

Pig. 1
Structure of RATONL subprogram package
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The Bit Allocation Scheme

A rational number is stored in a single integer word 
as a so-called "composite." Of the 36 bits, the first is 
the sign of the rational number, the next 17 are the mag
nitude of the numerator, and the last 18 are the magnitude 
of the denominator. The process of forming a composite is 
equivalent to "moving" the numerator 18 binary "places" 
left and adding the denominator, according to the follow
ing formula:

IJ = ISIGN(262144*IABS(I) + J, I), where;

IJ is the desired composite
ISIGN is a supplied Fortran IV function whose value 

is the magnitude of the first argument times the 
sign of the second argument 

262144 is 2^®
I is the numerator (positive or negative)
J is the denominator (positive).

The use of ISIGN is necessary in view of the PDP-10*s 
method of truncating integer division toward zero, and al
so provides that the composite of the negative of a ra
tional number equals the negative of the composite of the 
rational number.
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It should be noted that a word can hold numerator
IV 18magnitudes up to 2 ' - 1, and denominators up to 2 - 1 .

It is necessary to be able to extract numerator and 
denominator from a composite. This is done by the formu
lae :

I = IJ/262U4
J = lABSClJ - 262144*1) .

Since IJ is never an exact multiple of 262144 (this would 
mean a denominator or zero), the expression IJ/262144 al
ways involves a truncation. Since the truncation is to
ward zero, and since the magnitude of IJ is always greater 
than that of 262144*1, the resulting value of I is as in
tended. J is the positive difference between IJ and 
262144*1.

This extraction procedure may be viewed as moving the 
binary "point" 18 places left, truncating to an integer, 
and taking the remainder as the denominator.

The procedures of forming and extracting are illus
trated using the simple fractions 1/3 and -1/3 as exam
ples. The composite form of 1/3 is IJ = ISIGN(262144*1 +
+ 3> 1) = 262147 . The numerator extracted from 262147
is I = 262147/262144 = 1, and the denominator extracted is 
J = lABS(262147 - 262144*1) = 3 .
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The composite form of -1/3 is IJ =
= ISIGN(262144*IABS(-1) + 3, - D  = -262147 . The numera
tor extracted from -262147 is I = -262147/262144 = -1 •
The denominator extracted is J = lABS(-262147 - 262144*(-D) 
= IABS(-3) = 3 .

In this way, the composite forms of other rational 
constants may be deduced:

Fraction form Composite form
0 1 (simplest)
0 -262143 through 262143 except 0
1 262145
2 524289

Function JOIN

JOIN is the function that combines two integers into 
a composite. The logic diagram is presented in Figure 2, 
and the listing appears in the Appendix. The formula giv
en above is only the "combine into single integer" box of 
the diagram. The "Condition" and "Factor out common 
primes" boxes refer to subroutines CONDIT and FACTOR, and 
the "Ill-conditioned?" box refers to the logical variable 
BAD, which is part of the output from CONDIT.
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Numerator 
\ if de- j 
\nomina-/ 
\tor j /

Condition

Ill-\
conditione Yes

No

f Factor \ 
out common 
\ primes I

and
within lim-^>— | 
\  its?^/

Combine 
into single 
integer

Cut i and 
j roughly 
in half

No
Write

Roundoff
message Return

Fig. 2 
Function JOIN
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Subroutine SPLIT

This simple subroutine extracts the numerator and de
nominator from a composite, using the formulae presented 
earlier* Its listing is in the Appendix,

Subroutine CONDIT

The logic diagram of CONDIT is presented in Figure 3> 
and the listing is in the Appendix. This subroutine per
forms some preconditioning of numbers, such as ensuring 
that the denominator is positive and that the sign is car
ried in the numerator, and checking the numerator and de
nominator for zero. The ill-conditioning flag is the log
ical variable BAD.

Subroutine FACTOR

Perhaps the key routine of rational arithmetic is the 
reduction of fractions. Without this routine, the magni
tudes of the numerator and denominator would increase rap
idly, and eventually cause overflow, or at least, hard-to- 
read answers. The algorithm of Subroutine FACTOR is based 
on finding and cancelling prime factors common to the nu
merator and the denominator. The present program includes 
10 prime numbers, namely 2 through 29. Although
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Numerator 
\ i. de- / Xnomina-/ 
\ tor à /

Write "Di
vide check" 
message

Yes = 0?

No
Stop

Yes

No

Yespositive

No

Return

Set

Set ill- 
condition
ing flag

Reverse
signs

Pig. 3
Subroutine CONDIT
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sufficient for present purposes, this set is by no means 
complete, and could be expanded to include all prime num
bers not exceeding {2 '̂̂  - 1 , However, this would re
quire a long DATA statement. The logic diagram of FACTOR 
is presented as Figure 4> and the listing is in the Appen
dix.

Function OP

This function is the key subprogram. In the user's 
program, calls to this function replace arithmetic state
ments. This function splits the two composite arguments 
into numerators and denominators by referring to Subrou
tine SPLIT, performs the indicated arithmetic by one of 
the formulae given in the section on Rational Numbers, and 
combines the result into a composite, using JOIN. It 
should be noted that the subroutines CONDIT and FACTOR 
come into play on every use of OP.

Early in the project, a scheme was considered whereby 
FACTOR would be called only if the numerator or denomina
tor were large enough to possibly overflow on the next op
eration. This idea was dropped because it added complica
tion without saving any time.

The logic of OP is straightforeward enough not to re
quire a logic diagram. Its listing is in the Appendix.
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Numerator 
y i, de- j 
Xnomina-/ 
\tor j /

Prime
numbers

Select 
first prime 

number

/  Are 
both i and 
j  ̂prime 
. number? ̂

No Return

Yes

i an exaot'̂  
multiple of 
prime num^ 
^ \ b e r ? x ^
Yeŝ li

No

j an exact^ 
multiple of 
prime num;^ 
^ \ b e r ? / ^

Divide i 
and j by x̂ Yes 
prime ^ 
number

Select 
next prime 
number

^Is prime^ 
number the 
last avail- 
\  able?^x^

YesReturn

No

Pig. 4 
Subroutine FACTOR
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Functions IFIXR and FIOATR

These functions, converting composites to standard 
integer and real numbers, are used in much the same way as 
the supplied functions IFIX and FLOAT, The two new func
tions, because of their simplicity, are not diagrammed ; 
the reader is referred to their listings in the Appendix.

The proper conversion function to rationalize an in
teger, say N, is J0IN(N,1)

There is no function for converting a floating-point 
number to rational composite form. Such a function would 
require logic based on recognition of repeating digit pat
terns and could not necessarily recreate the exactness 
lost when the number was originally read in and stored.
A function to rationalize a real number could conceivably 
be written, but its absence from this project forces the 
user to treat all rational numbers in rational form 
throughout his program, which is felt to be the most prac
tical approach.

Function IXFTÆT6

IXFMT6 is a utility function included to assist the 
user in working with object-time format arrays. The name 
means "integer and skip formats totaling 6," The "value" 
of the function is a 5-character alphameric word which may
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be inserted into an alphameric array to be used as an out
put format. This word is essentially a left-justified 16 
format, which is valuable for writing the denominator of a 
fraction for good readability. The input argument of 
IXFMT6 is an integer (the denominator) and the "value" is 
the alphameric *13,3X*, for example, if the integer con
sists of 3 decimal digits, *I4,2X* for 4 digits, etc. The 
listing of IXPMT6 is in the Appendix.
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USAGE OP RATIONAL ARITHÜIETIC

This section describes how to write programs, with 
the use of the rational package previously described, 
whether writing a new program or converting an existing 
program.

Setting Up Variables

All rational variables and functions must be of the 
INTEGER type, and must be so declared by a type-declara- 
tion statement if the name of the variable or function be
gins with a letter other than I, J, K, L, M, or N. OP is 
such a function. Also, the names of any alphameric arrays 
to be used as formats must also be of the INTEGER type to 
agree with the function IXPMT6. The declaration IMPLICIT 
INTEGER (A - Z) is recommended in many cases. This state
ment declares all variables to be INTEGER; hence it is 
necessary to declare REAL any variables or functions in
tended to be real. (PLOATR is such a function.)

It is recommended that the name of a rational vari
able be chosen exactly as if it were a real variable. It 
should also be noted that the dimensionality of a rational 
variable should be the same as if it were a real variable.
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Input

All input of rational numbers must be in the "pair- 
of-integer" form. In all sample programs used in this 
thesis, the rl (free integer) type of format is used; this 
format allows the comma or the slash as delimiters between 
individual integers on the input medium.

For the sake of illustration, input of rational vari
ables is contrasted to input of real variables, assuming 
that in both cases the variable names are A and B and that 
the desired values are 1.8 and 1.3, respectively.

If A and B were real variables, the program state
ments would be:

READ(5,501) A,B 
501 FORMAT(2P)

and the data record would be :

1.8,1.3 <

If A and B are rational variables, then temporary de
nominator variables such as TDA and TDB must also be set 
up. The program statements would be:
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INTEGER A,B, . . . ,TDA,TDB, . .
• • •
READ(5,501) A,TDA,B,TDB 

501 FORMAT(41)
A = JOIN(A,TDA)
B = JOIN(B,TDB)

and the data record would be:

9/5,13/10

This example shows the data being entered in lowest terms. 
This practice is not necessary, but it does save some com
putation time.

Setting Up Constants

A rational constant may be calculated on paper with 
knowledge of the bit allocation scheme as described above, 
or it could be given a name and computed by use of the 
JOIN function. With 2 as an example, the statement will 
be either DATA TWO/524289/ or TWO = J0IN(2,1) .
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Computational Statements

For rational variables, the function OP replaces com
putational statements. OP may be compounded in the same 
statement. The call to OP requires an operation code and 
two arguments. The expression 0P(1,A,B), with A and B as 
rational variables, corresponds to the expression A+B with 
A and B as real variables, 0P(2,A.,B) corresponds to A-B, 
0P(3,A,B) corresponds to A*B, and 0P(4,A,B) corresponds to 
A/B.

As an example, with real variables A, B, C, D, and W, 
a computational statement might be:

W = A/B-C*D

If the variables are rational, the corresponding statement 
is :

W = 0P(2,0P(4,A,B),0P(3,C,D)) .

There is no code for exponentiation, because of lim
ited foreseen use. A rational number may be raised to an 
integer power by nested use of OP, with code 3*
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Logical and Arithmetic IF Statements

Care must be taken in the use of logical IF state
ments. This is because composite integers representing 
rational numbers do not obey the "well-ordered principle." 
For example, The composite foim of 1 is 262145, but the 
composite form of 1/2 is an even greater integer, 262146 . 
The following table shows the proper usage of each Fortran 
IV logical operator, where A and B are considered to be 
real variables in the left column and rational variables 
in the right column.

Real Rational
IP(A.LT.B) IF{0P(2,A,B).1T.-262143)
IP(A.LE.B) IP(0P(2,A,B).LE.262143)
IP(A.EQ.B) IP(A.EQ.B)
IP(A.NE.B) IP(A.NE.B)
IP(A.GE.B) IP(0P(2,A,B).GE.-262143)
IP(A.GT.B) IP(0P(2,A,B).GT.262143)

The use here of 262143 and -262143 as extreme valid com
posites for zero should be noted.

The use of Arithmetic IF statements is not recommen
ded. Because of the range of valid composites for zero, 
construction of an expression that would allow a true 
three-way branch would be difficult. It is felt that a
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scheme involving two logical IP statements is to be pre
ferred.

Mode Conversions

As discussed earlier, the functions IFIXR and FLOATR 
exist for the purpose of converting composites of rational 
numbers to standard integer and real form. For example, 
the expression FLOATR(2621443) will have the real value 
3.3333333 and the expression IFIXR(2621443) will have the 
integer 3 as its value. As discussed earlier, the func
tion JOIN may be used to rationalize an integer, and no 
provision currently exists for rationalization of real 
numbers.

Output

This section discusses the alternative methods of 
writing rational values on the output medium.

Float and Write —  Obviously, the simplest way to 
write a rational number is to float the number and write 
the result in a floating-point format. This method gives 
answers accurate to 7 or 8 decimal digits, but reintroduces 
the problem of fraction recognition.
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Fixed Integer Formatting —  A slight improvement over 
the float-and-write method is fixed integer formatting, in 
that it permits the rational number to be written in a 
form resembling a fraction.

Immediately prior to output, a call to subroutine 
SPLIT is necessary to extract the integer numerator and 
denominator from the rational number.

Each pair of integers may be written by a format ele
ment of the type (I7,1H/,I6). Thus the pair of statements

WRITE(6,601)(AN(J),AD(J),J=1,5)
601 FORMAT(5(17,IH/,16))

is appropriate for writing 5 such pairs of integers.
The drawback of fixed integer formatting is that spa

ces are generally left between the slash and the denomina
tor, therefore producing output that is somewhat unattrac
tive and possibly difficult to read.

Object-time Integer Formatting —  By far, the most 
elegant and attractive method of rational output is ob- 
ject-time integer formatting. Its use requires some elab
orateness in coding, but this is more-or-less typical of 
modern programming.

The essence of the method is the use of a dimensioned 
alphameric vector as the format, whose "constant" elements
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are established by a DATA statement, and whose "variable” 
elements are selected at execution time by applying func
tion IXFMT6 to the denominator to be written.

This is illustrated with an example showing how to 
write the M-row by N-column rational array A(I,J) by the 
method of "stacking" columns, with column headings and row 
labels. The carriage width of a Teletype is 72 charac
ters; thus, there is room for 4 rational numbers per line, 
in addition to the row label. For a given row number, say 
I, A(I,5) is printed directly beneath A(I,l), A(I,9) is 
printed directly beneath A(I,5), etc., with the row label 
I at the far left of the first line of the row.

With the PDP-10 limit of 5 characters per word, an 
alphameric fomat vector of 14 words is needed, thus the 
statement INTEGER FMT(14) , followed by a DATA statement 
to establish the contents of FMT as follows:

(1H+, 4X.I8 ,1H/, ____  .18 .IH/. . .18 .IH/.
.18 .IH/. /) .

The elements remaining blank are to be established and 
varied at execution time, by use of function IXFMT6, de
pending on the numbers of decimal digits of the denomina
tors. Figure 5 shows the logic diagram of a typical out
put segment, and its listing follows.
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Write 
column 

headings

Select 
first 
row

Select 
next 
row

Writ e 
row 

heading

Set for
mats for 
partial 
line

Enough 
written row 

for one full 
line?

No
Row 

ôompletel 
written

9

Write 
partial 
line

Was 
this row 
the las 

?

Set for-
mats for
full line

2
Write
full
line

Pig. 5 
Typical output segment
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WRITE(6,601)(J,J=1,N)
601 F0RMAT(2X,112,3115)

DO 140 1=1,M 
WRITE(6,603) I 

603 FORMAT(15)
LAST=0
IP(K.LT.4) GO TO 120 
DO 110 F0URTH=4,N,4 
DO 100 K=l,4
CALL SPLIT(A(I,P0URTH-4+K),AK(K),AD(K))

100 FMT(3*K+1)=X2FMT6(AD(K))
WRITE(6,FMT)(AN(K),AD(K),K=1,4)

110 LAST=POURTH
IF(LAST.EQ.N) GO TO I40 

120 DO 130 K=1,N-LAST
CALL SPLIT(A(I,LAST+K),AN(K),AD{K))

130 PMT(3*K+1)=IXPMT6(AD(K))
WRITE(6,FMT)(AH(K),AD(K),K=1,N-LAST)

140 CONTINUE

Accessing the Service Package

The rational service package, called RATONL on the 
author's student file area during the project, will prob
ably be set up in the "library” portion of the Mathematics
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Department * s file area [17000,5]; thus LIBMAT[17000,5]/DIB 
will be the proper request. On the assumption that the 
user has a main program file and a file of subroutines, 
the proper execution command will be:

.EXECUTE Main.Ext, Subr.Ext, L I B M  [17000,5] /DIB

where .Ext is assumed to be either .P4 or .RED
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APPLICATIONS

Matrix Inversion

For this thesis, a program was written to invert a 
matrix as large as 20 by 20 in rational arithmetic. This 
program has been submitted to Mr. Baer for inclusion in 
the Mathematics Department program library, and may be 
used as such. Matrix inversion was selected because the 
algorithm is typical of many routines in Operations Re
search.

The purpose of this program is to demonstrate that 
rational arithmetic works, and also to point out some of 
the advantages allowed by rational arithmetic. The reader 
is referred to the listing and the execution record; both 
are in the Appendix.

Gauss-Jordan Reduction —  This program follows the 
usual Gauss-Jordan Reduction approach to matrix inversion. 
A matrix, to be invertible, must be square. After the ma
trix has been entered into machine memory and occupies, 
say, M rows by M columns, an identity matrix of the same 
size is set up on the ri^t. (An identity matrix is a ma
trix with ones on the main diagonal and zeros elsewhere.) 
Thus there exists a single large matrix with M rows and
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2M columns. This is why the array A in the program is di
mensioned 20 by 40.

Certain "elementary row operations" do not change the 
solution to the problem the array represents, provided 
that the operation is applied to all 2M elements of the 
row. These operations are (1) multiplying a row by a non
zero constant, (2) interchanging two rows, and (3) repla
cing a row by the sum of itself and a constant multiple of 
another row.

This is the essence of Gauss-Jordan Reduction. If a 
sequence of elementary row operations can be found that 
reduces a matrix to the identity matrix, the same sequence 
will reduce the identity matrix to the inverse of the 
original matrix. The diagram below depicts this method.

A I

Input and Matrix Preparation —  It is necessary to 
input each rational number as a pair of integers. For 
this purpose, the program discussed here makes use of the 
full size of the array A as dimensioned; thus it avoids
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the temporary denominator variables that would otherwise 
be necessary. The program reads the data as integers, to 
occupy the entire M by 2M array, then joins each pair into 
a composite, compressing leftward. The I-matrix is then 
set up on the right, and the array is ready for the inver
sion arithmetic.

Inversion Arithmetic —  In a floating-point program, 
the k—  pass of a matrix inversion routine usually in
volves scanning the k—  column from k—  to M—  elements 
for the element with the largest magnitude, then inter
changing the entire row of this element with the k—  row. 
This is done for maximum efficiency and precision. With 
rational arithmetic, this is unnecessary. It is necessary 
only to scan the k—  column for the first nonzero element 
on or below the k—  row, then interchange rows if neces
sary.

Output —  Upon completion of the inversion, the in
verse exists in the ri^t half of the array in composite 
form, whereas the left half consists of meaningless left
overs. (The left half would consist of the identity ma
trix, but computational short-cuts are taken.) In prepa
ration for output, the program splits each element of the 
inverse into its integer components, expanding leftward to 
occupy the entire array. The output continues, essential
ly as described and listed in the section
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on Ob.iect-time Integer Formatting, but with some minor 
differences in the DO-loop parameters.

Results —  The program inverted a 3-by-3 and a 5-by-5 
matrix, and gave answers known to be correct. Teletype 
output is in the Appendix.

Linear Programming

This application demonstrates the conversion of an 
existing program to rational arithmetic. The base program 
chosen is OR0005, the On-line Primal-Dual Simplex program 
written by Mr. Baer and currently available on file area 
[17000,5]• This program was chosen because it is rela
tively widely used on campus and represents a basic tech
nique of Operations Research. Also, because the Simplex 
algorithm is considerably slower than plain matrix inver
sion, it permits timing data of convenient magnitude for 
the timing comparisons.

LINEAR.F4 and LINSUB.P4 —  This pair of files was set 
up on the author's student file area as the working ver
sion of OR0005. LINEAR is the main program and LINSUB is 
the set of subroutines. Differences with respect to 
OR0005 are detailed below:
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1. The programs were updated to the standards of the 
current Fortran IV library by the insertion of the 
statement DATA TT/4/ and changes of all READ and 
Write statements involving Teletype input/output to 
the forms READ(TT, . . .) and WRITE(TT, • . .

2. Two CALL RTIIÆE statements, and the associated out
put statements, were inserted to obtain timing data.

3. The variables A (coefficient matrix), BAS, and NON 
(integer vectors to indicate which variable is basic 
to each row and nonbasic to each column) were removed 
from the CALL and SUBROUTINE argument lists and 
placed in COMMON storage. This reduced core require
ments by roughly 3K, permitted constant dimensioning 
throughout, and permitted the direct use of A(I,J) in 
main program arithmetic. In contrast, these arrays 
were adjustable-dimensioned in the subroutines of 
OR0005» a situation which required indirect use of 
A(I,J) in the main program, in the form of 
S(MSF(I,J)), where S is a vector equivalenced to A 
and MSP(I,J) is a subscript lookup function.

It must be understood that LINEAR.P4 and LINSUB.?4 
are based on real arithmetic. This pair is the "existing 
program" to be converted to rational arithmetic.
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Conversion to Rational Arithmetic —  The rational 
version was written in two files, LINEAR.P4I and 
LINSUB.P4I, whose listings are in the Appendix. The 
changes with respect to the *P4 versions are detailed 
below.

1. IMPLICIT INTEGER (A - Z). This statement appears in 
the main program and 6 of the 11 subroutines. Each 
occurrence replaces an INTEGER declaration of such 
variables as TT, BAS, FAZE,ALFA, BETA, R, C, etc.

2. Variable formats. While the .F4 version had one var
iable fomat, FMT, which reads the input data accord
ing to its structure on the .DAT file, the .F4I ver
sion requires 4 variable formats. Replacing FMT is 
FIN, which requires 6 words as opposed to 4 words for 
FMT. Other variable formats are FMAX to write the 
optimum value of the objective function, FBAS to 
write the values of the basic variables at optimal
ity, and FMT in subroutine OUTPUT to write the tab
leaus.

3. In LINEAR, statement 15+1 is A(l,J)=-0BJ(N0N(J)+1).
It was discovered that quite often the required mem
ber of the OBJ vector is the coefficient of a slack 
or surplus variable, which, of course, has not been 
read in. The PDP-10 assumes a value of zero for
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imdefined variables, which works well if zero is de
sired. However, zero is not a valid composite for 
any rational number, and this situation caused divide 
checks and overflows. What is required is the frac
tion 0/1. Insertion of the statement 
IP(A(1,J).EQ.O) A(l,J)=l after the above statement 
corrected the problem.

4. All arithmetic expressions involving rational vari
ables were rewritten in terns of the OP function.

5. In the main program, writing out the optimum solution 
was done by using subroutine SPLIT, formats FMAX and 
FBAS, and function IXFIvITG.

6. Logical IF statements involving rational variables 
were redone to compare the rational variable with a 
composite form of zero, rather than to the tolerance 
TOL of the .F4 version.

7. In subroutine INPUT, the vector TD was established to 
hold denominators of rational variables temporarily 
during the READ statement and until the composites 
could be formed by way of the JOIN function.

8. Subroutine OUTPUT was redone, essentially as de
scribed and listed in the section on Ob.iect-time 
Integer Formatting.

9. In subroutines PRIENT, PRIDEL, DULENT, and DULDEL,
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the variables SMAL, BIG, TEST, and the "constants" 
RILBIG and TOL remained real. These variables are 
strictly internal test ratios, computed by a single 
division of two FLOATR expressions, and are therefore 
subject to negligible roundoff error. Also, being 
able to compare these variables by the usual logical 
operators simplified and speeded the program some
what. Another test variable, W, was converted to 
rational. This demonstrates that rational and real 
variables may be used successfully in the same pro
gram, given enough familiarity with the program to 
exercise intelligent judgment. Of course, the pro
gram could have been made to work with W real or with 
the other test variables rational.

Results —  The .F4I version ran successfully on a 
problem with 32 variables and 17 constraints and produced 
attractive rational output. The "solution" portions of 
the output .DAT files written by the .F4 and .F4I ver
sions, respectively, are in the Appendix. These are known 
to be the correct solutions.

Apparently this particular problem is relatively safe 
from roundoff error, but the results do show a definite 
elimination of what little roundoff error there was.
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EXECUTION SPEEDS

The necessary timing data were obtained by running a 
5-variable by 4-constraint problem 20 times on each of 3 
versions of the program. The third version of the program 
is LINEAR♦P40/LINSUB.P40, which was written by converting 
LINEAR.P4/LINSUB.P4 to double-precision real arithmetic.

The Real-Time Subroutine

Subroutine RTIME, written by Mr. Gary Eddy of the 
C.S.M. Computing Center, is a MACRO-10 (the PDP-10 assem
bly language) subroutine which reads the instantaneous 
value of the internal clock in "ticks” (1 second = 60 
ticks), converts to integer milliseconds, and returns this 
number as the value of N, upon execution of the statement 
CALL RTIME(N) in a Fortran IV program.

In the three programs used in this task, each had the 
stàtements CALL RTIME(Tiœi) and CALL RTIME(TIME2) 
strategically placed to include all computation and .DAT 
file input/output between the two statements, but to ex
clude Teletype input/output. The two time values were 
written out by the statement WRITE(. . .) TIME1,TIME2 .
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The Problem

The sample problem used to obtain all timing data is

Maximize: - X^
Subject to: X^ + 2X^ - X^ ^ 3

2X^ + Xg + 2X^ - 2X5 ^ 1
Xg - ^ 0

-X^ + 3X^ - 2

The solution is known to be:

Max = 4 
X^ = 0 
Xg = 7/3 
X3 = 7/3 
X^ = 0 
X5 = 2/3

Data and Analysis

The problem was run on each program 20 times. The 
RTIME values were subtracted and converted to ticks man
ually. For each program, the 20 values of elapsed time in 
ticks were averaged, and the standard deviation S and 
standard deviation of the mean were computed manually.
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By way of review, = S/ n, where n is 20 in this case
Results are shown below:

Type Fastest Slowest Average S Sm
Real 12 18 14.2 1.51 0.38
Double precision 14 21 16.5 1.85 0.41
Rational 30 38 34.2 2.07 0.46

Results

For each of the types above, the ratio of average 
time to average time of real arithmetic was computed, and 
the uncertainties of these ratios (at the 68% confidence 
level) were computed from the values of Ŝ .

 Type Ratio
Real 1.0
Double precision 1.16 - 0.04
Rational 2.31 - 0.06

The greatest reason for the increase in time for ra
tional arithmetic is the subroutine FACTOR, which must
perform many integer divisions and multiplications. A 
lesser reason is the work done by JOIN and SPLIT. In dou
ble-storage rational arithmetic, which is discussed in the 
next section, these operations are unnecessary, but
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double-storage rational arithmetic is only slightly faster 
than single-storage rational arithmetic.
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DOUBLE-STORAGE RATIONAL ARITHMETIC

Early in the project, there were two versions of ra
tional arithmetic. The second version was double-storage, 
in which the numerator of a rational number is stored as 
one integer variable and the denominator as another. The 
speculation at the time was that double-storage would be 
faster than single-storage because there would be no need 
to "JOIN” and "SPLIT," and that double-storage might be 
faster than double-precision real.

The program LINEAR.P42/LINSUB.P42 was written and run 
with the same 5-variable, 4-constraint problem used above. 
Execution time averaged 27.5 ticks, which, as expected, is 
faster than single-storage rational, but unfortunately 
considerably slower than double-precision real.

At this point, double-storage rational arithmetic was 
dropped from the project. It offered no advantage over 
double-precision real, in speed or core storage require
ments. Although it does offer an advantage over single
storage rational arithmetic, it is felt that double-stor
age is just not the usable alternative to existing arith
metics that is single-storage rational arithmetic. If a 
user needs speed and accuracy and is not pressed for mem
ory space, double-precision real is his better choice.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOmîENDATIONS

Prom a small idea, rational arithmetic has ben suc
cessfully developed to the point where it is fairly easy 
to apply, and very effective in improving the solutions to 
certain types of problems, with acceptable speed losses. 
Exactly how much application it will find in the solution 
of industrial and business problems is not known at this 
point, but its potential in classroom-type problems ap
pears significant.

Suggestions for further development of rational 
arithmetic are in two areas ; Fortran IV and machine lan
guage. The suggestions made for further development with
in Fortran IV also apply to machine language.

Further Development within Fortran IV

The greatest drawback of rational arithmetic is its 
slowness. It is felt that some experimentation with com
binations of certain algorithms would improve the speed of 
the FACTOR subroutine.

One such algorithm would be a generalized division 
routine, based on repeated subtraction, which would return 
a quotient and a remainder. Ordinary integer division and
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the supplied function MOD are both based on repeated sub
traction, but division returns only the quotient and MOD 
returns only the remainder.

Another such algorithm would be the Euclidian algo
rithm to determine the greatest common divisor of two in
tegers. A variation of this algorithm to determine the 
greatest prime common divisor might also be considered.
The Euclidian algorithm was presented to the author by Dr. 
Marsh, Its details are not given here; the reader is re
ferred to any good Modern Algebra text.

Development in Machine Language

What was done here may be considered a scale model, 
so to speak, of what can be done. Rational arithmetic as 
developed here is written in existing Fortran IV, How
ever, it could be written in machine language and incorpo
rated in the compiler. It is the compiler that controls 
the object program by inserting routines to assign the bit 
allocation of each word of storage, depending on the type 
of number.

To assign sign and integer numerator to the first 18 
bits and integer denominator to the last 18 would hardly 
be more difficult than assigning bits to a single integer, 
and would be easier than a floating-point bit assignment.
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Also, the details of arithmetic operations are deter
mined by the compiler, depending on the type of number.
For example, an integer addition is handled differently 
from a floating-point addition, although both are ex
pressed by the same symbol, + .

All else that would be needed is a fractional reduc
tion routine to condition and remove common prime factors, 
to be implicitly called as part of each rational arith
metic operation. This routine would incorporate the algo
rithms mentioned above, in the combination which maximizes 
speed.

There would thus be the type declaration RATIONAL, to 
take its place among the other type declarations INTEGER, 
REAL, LOGICAL, DOUBLE PRECISION, and COMPLEX. Arithmetic 
among rational numbers would be carried out via the usual 
symbols +, -, *, and / •

If RATIONAL is set up as a new mode, a rational for
mat should be developed for input/output. This format 
would take the form Qw.d, where w would be the field width 
and d would be the maximum number of decimal digits of the 
denominator. Of course, it will be necessary to have au
tomatic left-justification of the denominator as part of 
the format. This rational foimat would supersede the 
elaborate object-time integer formatting scheme used in
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this project. The 14-word alphameric vector discussed 
earlier could be replaced by F0RMAT(1H+,4X,4Q15.6/) .

As an input format, Qw.d would read w characters and 
interpret the first w-d as the numerator and the last d 
characters as the denominator. An actual slash on the da
ta record would override, much as a decimal point over
rides on Ew.d and Pw.d formats. Of course, there could be 
"free Q" format, in which the slash would serve much the 
same function as does the decimal point in free P format.

If these recommendations are followed, rational 
arithmetic v;ill be a valuable added feature of Fortran IV.
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APPENDIX

The Rational Service Routines

FUNCTION IFIXRCIJ)
CALL SPLIT(IJ,I,J)
IFIXR=I/J
RETURN
END
FUNCTION FLOATR(IJ)
CALL SPLIT(IJ,I,J)
FLOATR=FLOATCI)/FLOAT(J)
RETURN
END
FUNCTION IXFMT6(M)
NaM
IF(M.LT.O) N=-10*M 
IXFMT6=*I1,5X'
IFCN.GT.9) IXFMT6='I2,4X* 
IFCN.GT.99) IXFMT6='I3,3X* 
IF(N.GT.999) IXFMT6a'I4,2X* 
IF(N.GT.9999) IXFMT6='I5,1X' 
IFCN.GT.99999) IXFMT6='I6 
RETURN 
END

INTEGER FUNCTION OP(N,IJ,KL) 
CALL SPLIT(IJ,I,J)
CALL SPLIT(KL#K,L)
GO T0(101,102,103,104) N

101 opaJOIN <I*L+J*K,J*L)
RETURN

102 OPaJO IN<I*L-J*K,J*L)
RETURN

103 OPaJOIN(I*K,J*L)
RETURN

104 OPaJOIN(I*L,J*K)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE SPLIT(IJ,I,J)
I=IJ/262144
J=IABS(IJ-262!44*I)
RETURN
END
FUNCTION JOINCIfJ)
LOGICAL BAD
CALL CONDITCI,J,BAD)
IF(BAD) GO TO 103

101 CALL FACTOR<I,J>
IFCIABSCD.LE.131071.AND.J.LE.262143) 60 TO 103 
WRITE(4,102)

102 FORMATC’ ROUNDED OFF TO AVERT IMMINENT OVERFLOW.',
&' PROGRAM CONTINUING.')
I=ISIGN<CIABSCI)+1)/2,I)
J=(J+l)/2 
GO TO 101

103 J0IN=ISIGN(262144*IABS(I)+J,I)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE CONDITCI,J,BAD>
LOGICAL BAD 
BAD=J.E@.0 
IFCBAD) GO TO 101 
BAD=I.EQ.O 
IFCBAD) GO TO 102 
IFCJ.GT.O) RETURN 
I=-I 
J=~J 
RETURN 

101 WRITEC4,103)
103 FORMATC INTEGER DIVIDE CHECK IN CONDIT. JOB STOPPED.')

STOP 
1Q2 J=1

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE FACTOR(I,J)
DIMENSION NPR(IO)
DATA (NPR(K),K=1,10)/2,3,5,7,11,13,17,19,23,29/ 
DO 102 K=l,10

101 IFCIABSCI).LT.NPRCK).0R.J.LT.NPRCK)) RETURN 
IR=I/NPR(K)
IF(IR*NPR(K).NE.I) GO TO 102 
JRaJ/NPRCK)
IF(JR*NPR(K).NE.J) GO TO 102
I = IR
J=JR
GO TO 101

102 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END

INVERT

C RATIONAL MATRIX INVERT, CONVERSATIONAL OR ON-LINE
IMPLICIT INTEGER CA-Z)
DIMENSION A(20,40>,FMT(2),F0TC14)
DATA TT,(F0T(K),K=l,3),F0T(5),F0T(14)/4,'(1H+,*, 

&*4X,I8*,5H, V*,,3H,I8, V )  V  
DO 10 JJ=6,12,3 
F0T(JJ)=F0T(3)

10 F0T(JJ-i)=F0T(5)
101 WRITECTT,102)
102 FORMATC RATIONAL MATRIX INVERSION'/' INPUT 

READ(TT,1) FILE
1 F0RMATC2A5)

IFCFILE.EQ.*TTY') GO TO 20 
CALL IFILEC20,FILE)
IDEV=20 
WRITECTT,2)

" 2 FORMATC OUTPUT FILE: ',$)
READCTT,1) FILE 
CALL 0FILEC21,FILE)
0DEV=21 
60 TO 30 

20 IDEV=TT 
ODEV=TT
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCC INPUT AND MATRIX PREPARATION CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
WRITECTT,3)

3 FORMATC' SIZE OF MATRIX: ',$)
30 READCIDEV,103) M

103 FORMATCI)
IFCIDEV.EQ.TT) WRITECTT,4)

4 FORMATC INPUT FORMAT: ',$)
READCIDEV,1> FMTC1),FMTC2)
IFCIDEV.EQ.TT) WRITECTT,104)

104 FORMATC COEFFICIENTS:'/)
N=M+M
MP1=M+1 
DO 108 1=1,M
READCIDEV,FMT)CACI,J),J=1,N)
DO 106 J=1,M

106 ACI,J)=J0INCACI,J+J~1),ACI,J+J))
DO 107 J=MP1,N

107 ACI,J)=1
108 ACI,M+i)=262145
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC INVERSION ARITHMETIC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

DO 116 K=1,M 
KP1=K+1 
DO 109 I=K,M
IFCIABSCACI,K)).GT.262144) GO TO 111

109 CONTINUE 
WRITECTT,110)

n o  FORMATC THIS MATRIX HAS NO INVERSE.'/)
GO TO 120

111 IFCI.EQ.K) GO TO 113 
DO 112 J=KP1,N 
TEMP=ACK,J)
ACK,j)=ACl,J)

112 ACI,J)=TEMP
113 DO 114 J=KP1,N
114 ACK,J)=0PC4,ACK,J),ACK,K))

DO 116 1=1,M 
IFCI.EQ.K) GO TO 116
DO 115 J=KP1,N

115 ACI,J)=0PC2,ACI,J),0PC3,ACI,K),ACK,J)))
116 CONTINUE
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC OUTPUT cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
WRITE(0DEV,5)(J,J=i,M)

5 F0RMATC2X,112,3115)
DO 118 1=1,M 
WRITE(0DEV,6) I

6 FORMATC15)
DO 117 J=1,M

117 CALL SPLITCACI,M+J),ACI,J+J-1),ACI,J+J))
LAST=0
IFCN.LT.8) GO TO 60 
DO 50 F=l,N-7,8 
DO 40 JJ=l,4 

40 FOTC3*JJ+1) = IXFMT6 CA CI,F+JJ+JJ-1))
LAST=F+7

50 WRITECODEV,FOT)CACI,J),J=F,LAST)
IFCLAST.EQ.N) GO TO 118 

60 DO 70 JJ=l,CN-LAST)/2 
70 F0TC3*JJ+1)=IXFMT6CACI,LAST+JJ+JJ))

WRITECODEV,rOT) CACI,J),J=LAST+1,N)
118 CONTINUE
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC WRAP-UP CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

IFC0DEV.EQ.21) WRITECTT,119) FILE
119 FORMATC* DONE. REMINDER: INVERSE ON *,A5,'.DAT'/)
120 WRITECTT,121)
121 FORMATC* DO YOU WISH TO INVERT ANOTHER MATRIX? ',$) 

READCTT,1) YESNO
IFCYESNO.EQ.'YES') GO TO 101
STOP
END

Results from INVERT

.EX INVERT.REL,©RATONL.CMD 
[14:21:19]
LOADING
LOADER 7K CORE 
EXECUTION
RATIONAL MATRIX INVERSION 
INPUT DEVICE: MAT5
OUTPUT FILE: MAT55
DONE. REMINDER: INVERSE ON MAT55.DAT
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♦TYPE MAT5.DAT 
[14:20:47]
5
(101)
11/10,1/5,-3/5,1/5,1/10 
-2/5,6/5,-1/10,1/5,1/10 
1/10,-3/10,7/5,-3/10,1/10 
1/10,1/5,-1/10,6/5,-2/5 
1/10,1/5,-3/5,1/5,11/10
♦ TYPE MAT55, 
[14:21:09]

DAT
1
5

2 3 4
1 22/25

-3/25
-1/25 8/25 -1/25

2 33/100
-17/100

43/ 50 3/25 -7/50
3 -1/50

-1/50
4/25 18/25 4/25

4 -17/100
33/100

-7/ 50 3/25 43/50
5 -3/25

22/25
-1/25 8/25 -1/25

YOU WISH TO INVERT ANOTHER MATRIX? YES
RATIONAL MATRIX INVERSION 
INPUT DEVICE: TTY
SIZE OF MATRIX: 3
INPUT FORMAT: (61)
COEFFICIENTS: 
l/l,-2/3,0/l 
-1/3,1/i,-2/3 
0/1,-1/3,1/1

12
3

DO YOU

1
7/5 
3/5 
1/5 

WISH TO INVERT

2
6/5
9/5
3/5

ANOTHER

3
4/5
6/5
7/5

MATRIX? NO
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LINEAR.F41 and LINSUB.F41

C MAIN PROGRAM LINEAR.F41
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z)
COMMON A(50,50),BAS(50),N0N(50)
DIMENSION 0BJ(50),FIN(6),FMAX(9),FBAS(5)
DATA TT/4/
DATA FIN(1),FIN(5),FIN(6),(FBAS(X),X=1,3),FBAS(5)/1H(, 

*5H,A3,2,2HI),5H(I5,I,5H10,'/,2H',,1H)/
DATA (FMAX(K),K=1,7),FMAX(9)/5H('0TH,5HE *,A,5H3,*IM, 

*5HUM VA,5HLUE I,5HS',I8,5H,'/',,2H/)/
WRITECTT,101)

101 FORMATC SIMPLEX ALGORITHM R l . l V *  INPUT FILE: *,$) 
READ(TT,103) FILE
CALL IFILE(20,FILE)
WRITECTT,102)

102 FORMATC OUTPUT FILE: *,$)
READCTT,103) FILE

103 F0RMATCA5)
CALL RTIMECTIMEl)
CALL 0FILEC21,FILE)
READC20,105) NV,NC,MAXMIN,FINC2),FINC3),FINC4)

105 F0RMATC2I/A3/3A5)
IFCMAXMIN.EQ.'MAX'.OR.MAXMIN.EQ.'MIN') GO TO 305 
WRITECTT,104)

104 FORMATC PROBLEM NOT DEFINED. NO REQUEST FOR "MAX” ',
*' OR ”MIN”. JOB ABORTED.'/)
STOP 

305 M=NC+1 
N=NV+1
CALL INPUTCM,N,OBJ,FIN,TT)
FAZE=1
DO 505 1=2,M 

505 IFCBASCD. l t .0) GO TO 10 
FAZE=2 

10 GO T0C35,15) FAZE
15" DO 30 J=1,N

AC1,J)=-0BJCN0NCJ)+1)
IFCACl,J).EQ.O) A(1,J)=I 
DO 20 1=2,M 
K=IABSCBASCD)

20 IFCK.LE.NV) ACI,J)=OPC1,AC1,J),0PC3,0BJCK+1),ACI,J))) 
30 IFCMAXMIN.EQ.'MIN') AC 1,J) = -AC1,J)
35 WRITEC21,1) FAZE
1 F0RMATC//T11,'INITIAL PHASE',I2,' TABLEAU'/)

CALL OUTPUTCM,N)
CALL SIMPALCM,N,IND)
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GO TO (39,37,55) IND 
37 WRITE(2i,2) FAZE
2 F0RMAT<//T21,'UNBOUNDED PHASE',12,' OPTIMUM')

60 TO 65 
39 GO TO (45,41) FAZE
41 0PT=A(1,1)

IFCMAXMIN.EQ.'MIN') OPT=-OPT 
CALL SPLITCOPT,OUTN,OUTD)
FMAXC8)=IXFMT6C0UTD)
WRITEC21,FMAX) MAXMIN,OUTN,OUTD 
DO 4 1=2,M
CALL SPLITCACI,1),0UTN,0UTD)
FBASC4)=IXFMT6C0UTD)

4 WRITEC21,FBAS) BASCI),OUTN,OUTD 
GO TO 65

45 IFCIABSCAC1,1)).GE.262145) GO TO 55
DO 50 1=2,M
IFCBAS(i).GT.O) GO TO 50 
IFCIABSCACI,1)).GT.262144) GO TO 55 
CALL DULENTCM,N,I,J,IND)
GO TO (47,55) IND 

47 CALL PIVOTCM,N,I,J)
K=BASCI)
BASCI)=NONCJ)
NONCJ)=K 

50 CONTINUE
FAZE=2
CALL KRUNCHCM,N,K)
N=N-K 
GO TO 10 

55 WRITEC21,5) FAZE
5 F0RMATC//T21,'NO FEASIBLE PHASE',12, ' OPTIMUM')
65 WRITEC2i,6) FAZE
6 F0RMATC//T11,'FINAL PHASE*,12,' TABLEAU'/)

CALL OUTPUTCM,N)
WRITEC21,7)

7 FORMATCIHI)
CALL RTIMECTIME2)
WRITECTT,8) FILE

8 FORMATC DONE. REMINDER: ANSWERS ON ',A 5 , '.DAT'/) 
WRITECTT,9) TIME1,TIME2

9 FORMATC RTIME START',18,', END',18/)
STOP
END
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SUBROUTINE INPUTCM,N,OBJ,FIN,TT)
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z)
COMMON A(50,50),BAS(50),NON(50)
DIMENSION 0BJ(50),TD(50),FIN(6)
0BJ€1)=1
READ(20,FIN) (0BJ(J),TD(J),J=2,N)
DO 10 J=1,N
IFCJ.NE.1) 0BJ(J)=J0IN(0BJCJ),TD(J))
N0N(J)=J-1 

10 A(1,J)=1
BASCl)=0 
DO 40 1=2,M
READ(20,FIN) (A(I,J),TD(J),J=2,N),REL,A(I,!),TD(!) 
DO 12 J=1,N 

12 A(I,J)=JOIN(ACI,J),TDCJ))
IFCREL.EQ.*.E.') GO TO 15 
IFCREL.EQ.'.G.') GO TO 25 
IFCREL.EQ.'.L.') GO TO 35 
WRITECTT,1)

1 FORMATC' FATAL DATA ERROR. JOB ABORTED.'/)
STOP

15 BASCI)=2-N-I
DO 20 j=l,N 

20 AC1,J)=0PC2,AC1,J),ACI,J))
GO TO 40 

25 DO 30 J=1,N
30 ACI,J)=-ACI,J)
35 BASCI)=N-2+I
40 CONTINUE

RETURN 
END
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SUBROUTINE OUTPUT(M,N)
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z)
COMMON A(50,50),BAS(50),N0N(50)
DIMENSION FMT(14),AN(4),AD(4)
DATA (FMT(X),X=1>3),FMT(5),FMT(14)/5HC1H+,,5H4X,I8, 

$5H,'/*,,3H,I8,2H/)/
DO 20 K=6,I2,3 
FMT(K)=FMT(3)

20 FMT(K-1)=FMT(5)
WRITE(21,1) (NON(J),J=I,N)

1 F0RMATC2X,112,3115)
DO 10 1=1,M 
WRITE(21,2) BAS(I)

2 F0RMATCI5)
LAST=0
IF(N.LT.4) GO TO 60 
DO 30 F0URTH=4,N,4 
DO 40 K=l,4
CALL SPLITCACI,F0URTH-4+K),ANCK),AD(K))

40 FMT(3*K+1)=IXFMT6(AD(K))
LAST=FOURTH 

30 WRITEC21,FMT)(AN(K),AD(K),K=1,4)
IFCLAST.EQ.N) GO TO 10

60 DO 50 K=1,N-LAST
CALL SPLIT(ACI,LAST+K),ANCK),ADCK))

50 FMTC3*K+1)=IXFMT6CADCK))
WRITEC21,FMT)CANCK),ADCK),K=1,N-LAST)

10 CONTINUE
RETURN 
END

SUBROUTINE KRUNCHCM,N,MOUNT) 
INTEGER A,BAS
COMMON AC50,50),BASC50),N0NC50) 
K=2
K0UNT=0 
DO 20 J=2,N
IFCNONCj).LT.O) GO TO 15 
NONCK)=NONCJ)
DO 10 1=1,M 

10 ACI,K)=ACI,J)
K=K+1 
GO TO 20 

15 K0UNT=K0UNT+1
20 CONTINUE

RETURN 
END
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SUBROUTINE SIMPAL<M,N,IND) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER CA-Z)
COMMON AC50,50)#BASC50),N0NC50) 
ALFA=1 
BETA=1

15 DO 20 J=2,N
20 IFCACl,J).LT.-262144) GO TO 40
25 DO 30 1=2,M
30 IFCACl,1).LT.-262144) GO TO 60

IND=1 
RETURN

35 GO TO (36,75) ALFA
36 ALFA=2
40 CALL PRIMALCM,N,IND)

60 TO (25,45) IND
45 DO 50 1=2,M
50 IFCACl,1).LT.-262144) GO TO 55

IND=2 
RETURN

55 GO TO (56,75) BETA
56 BETA=2
60 CALL DUALALCM,N,IND)

GO TO (15,65) IND
65 DO 70 J=2,N
70 IFCACl,j).LT.-262144) GO TO 35
75 IND=3

RETURN 
END

SUBROUTINE PRIMALCM,N,IND) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER CA-Z)
COMMON AC50,50),BASC50),N0NC50) 

15 CALL PRIENTCM,N,C,IND)
GO TO (25,45) IND 

25 CALL PRIDELCM,N,R,C,IND)
GO TO (35,55) IND 

35" CALL PIVOTCM,N,R,C)
I«BASCR)
BASCR)=NONCC)
NONCC)=I 
GO TO 15 

45 IND=1
55 RETURN

END
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SUBROUTINE PRIENT(M,N,C,IND)
INTEGER A#BAS,C
COMMON A(50,50),BAS(50),N0NC50)
DATA T0L,RILBIG/.5E-4,1.E38/
IND=1
SMAL=RILBIG 
DO 10 J=2,N
IF(N0N(J).LT.0.0R.FL0ATR(A(1,J)).GE.SMAL) GO TO 10 
SMAL=FLOATR(A(1,J))
C=J

10 CONTINUE
IFCSMAL.LT.-TOL) RETURN
IND=2
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE PRIDEL(M,N,R,C,IND)
INTEGER A,BAS,R,C,W
COMMON A(50,50),BAS(50),N0NC50)
DATA RILBIG/1.E38/
IND=1
SMAL=RILBIG 
DO 10 1=2,M
IF(A(I,C).LT.262144) GO TO 10 
TEST= FLO ATR(A (1,1))/FLO ATR(A (I,C)) 
IF(TEST.GT.SMAL) GO TO 10 

4 SMAL=TEST
R=I
GO TO 10

6 DO 7 J=2,N 
W=0PC2,0PC4,A(I,J),A(I,C)),0P(4,A(R, J),A<R,C))) 
IFCW.LT.-262144) GO TO 8
IFCW.GT.262144) GO TO 10

7 CONTINUE
8 > R=I
10 CONTINUE

IF(SMAL.NE.RILBIG) RETURN
IND=2
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE DUALAL<M,N,IND) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z)
COMMON A(50,50),BAS(50),NON(50) 

15 CALL DULDEL(M,N,R,IND)
GO TO (25,45) IND 

25 CALL DULENT(M,N,R,C,IND)
GO TO (35,55) IND 

35 CALL PIVOT(M,N,R,C)
I=BAS(R)
BAS(R)=NONCC)
NON(C)=I 
GO TO 15 

45 IND=I
55 RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE DULENT(M,N,R,C,IND)
INTEGER A,BAS,R,C,W
COMMON A(50,50),BASC50),N0N(50)
DATA RILBIG/1.E38/
IND=1
BI6=-RILBIG 
DO 10 J=2,N
IF(A(R,J).GE.-262143.OR.NON(J).LT.O) 60 TO 10 
TEST=FLOATR(A(1,J))/FLOATR(A(R,J))
IFCTEST.l t .BIG) GO TO 10 

4 BIG=TEST
C=J
60 TO 10

6 DO 7 1=2,M
W=0PC2,0PC4,ACI,J),ACR,J)),0PC4,ACI,C),ACR,C))) 
IFCW.LT.-262144) GO TO 10 
IFCW.GT.262144) GO TO 8

7 CONTINUE
8 C=J
10 CONTINUE

IFCBIG.NE.-RILBIG) RETURN
IND=2
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE DULDEL(M,N,R,IND)
INTEGER A,BAS,R
COMMON A(50,50),BAS(50),N0N(50)
DATA T0L,RILBIG/.5E-4,1.E38/
IND=1
SMAL=RILBIG 
DO 10 1=2,M
IF(FL0ATR(ACI,1)).GE.SMAL) GO TO 10 
SMAL= FLOATR < A (1,1))
R=I

10 CONTINUE
IF(SMAL.LT.-TOL) RETURN
IND=2
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE PIVOT(M,N,R,C)
IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z)
COMMON A(50,50),BAS(50>,N0N(50)
A(R,C)=0P(4,262145,A ( R , 0 )
DO 10 J=1,N 

10 IFCJ.NE.C) ACR,J)=0PC3,ACR,J),ACR,C>)
DO 30 1=1,M 
IFCI.EQ.R) GO TO 30 
DO 20 J=1,N

20 IFCJ.NE.C) ACI,J)=0P(2,A(I,J),0PC3,ACI,C),ACR,J)))
30 CONTINUE

DO 40 1=1,M
40 IFCI.NE.R) ACI,C>=-0PC3,ACI,C),ACR,C)>

RETURN
END
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Results from LINEAR Programs

The 5-variable, 4-constraint Problem
INITIAL PHASE 2 TABLEAU
0 1 2 3 4 5

0 0.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 0.000 1.000
6 -3.000 -1.000 0.000 -2.000 1.000 0.000
7 1.000 2.000 1.000 0.000 2.000 -2.000

8 0.000 0.000 -1.000 1.000 0.000 0.000
9 2.000 -1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.000

THE MAXIMUM VALUE IS 4.00000
6 1.66667
2 2.33333
3 2.33333
5 0.66667

FINAL PHASE 2 TABLEAU
8 4

0 4.000 2.000 2.000 1.000 4.000 1.000
6 1.667 2.000 1.667 2.000 5.000 1.333
2 2.333 1.000 1.333 0.000 2.000 0.667

3 2.333 1.000 1.333 1.000 2.000 0.667
5 0.667 0.000 -0.333 0.000 0.000 0.333
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INITIAL PHASE 2 TABLEAU
0 1 2  3 4 5

0 O.OOOD+00-0.lOOD+Ol-O.lOOD+01-0.lOOD+01 0*0000+00 0*1000+01
6-0*3000+01-0*1000+01 0*0000+00-0.2000+01 0*1000+01 0*0000+00
7 0.1000+01 0*2000+01 0.1000+01 0*0000+00 0*2000+01-0*2000+01
8 0*0000+00 0*0 0 00+0 0-0.1000+01 0.1000+01 0.0000+ 00 0.0000+00 

9 0.2000+01-0.1000+01 0.0000+00 0*0000+00 0.0000+00 0.3000+01

THE MAXIMUM VALUE IS 0.400000+01
6 0.166670+01
2 0.233330+01
3 0.233330+01
5 0.666670+00

FINAL PHASE 2 TABLEAU
0 7 1 8 4 9

0 0.4000+01 0.2000+01 0*2000+01 0.1000+01 0.4000+01 0*1000+01
6 0.1670+01 0.2000+01 0*1670+01 0.2000+01 0.5000+01 0*1330+01
2 0.2330+01 0.1000+01 0*1330+01 0.0000+00 0.2000+01 0.6670+00
3 0.2330+01 0.1000+01 0*1330+01 0*1000+01 0*2000+01 0*6670+00
5 0.6670+00 0.0000+00-0.3330+00 0*0000+00 0.0000+00 0*3330+00
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INITIAL PHASE 2 TABLEAU
0 1 2 3
4 5

0 0/1 -1/1 -1/1 -1/1
0/1 1/1

6 -3/1 -1/1 0/1 -2/1
1/1 0/1

7 1/1 2/1 1/1 0/1
2/1 -2/1

8 0/1 0/1 -1/1 1/1
0/1 0/1

9 2/1 -1/1 0/1 0/1
0/1 3/1

THE MAXIMUM VALUE IS 4/1
5/3
7/3
7/3
2/3

FINAL PHASE 2 TABLEAU
0 7 1 8
4 9

0 4/1 2/1 2/1 1/1
4/1 1/1

6 5/3 2/1 5/3 2/1
5/1 4/3

2 7/3 1/1 4/3 0/1
2/1 2/3

3 7/3 1/1 4/3 1/1
2/1 2/3

5 2/3 0/1 -1/3 0/1
0/1 1/3
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The 32-variable, 17-constraint Problem
48

49

50.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -1.000 -1.000

-1.000 -1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 -1.000
0.000 0.000 1 .000 0.000 0.000 1 .000
1.000 0.000

950.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 1 .000
1 .000 1.000 0.000 0.000 -1.000 1.000
0.000 0.000 -1.000 0.000 0.000 -1.000

-1.000 0.000
THE MAXIMUM VALUE IS 25810.00000

33
21
35
24 
37
3 
5

41
4 
31 
43 
26 
45
25 
47
42 
49

500.
200.
350.
250.
500.
250.
299. 
900. 
250. 
250. 
599. 
100.
300. 
900.
1000.
900.
1000.

00000
00002
00000
00000
00000
00000
99999
00001
00000
00000
99999
00000
00000
00000
00000
00001
00001

FINAL PHASE 2 TABLEAU
0 1 2 30 12 13
6 7 8 9 10 11

27 14 15 16 17 18
19 34 20 22 38 23
32 36 48 40 29 44
46 28

0 25810.000 1.000 3.000 5.000 0.600 9.600
5.000 2.000 0.000 0.600 0.600 0.600

-0.000 5.600 0.600 5.600 1.400 3.400
0.400 13.100 0.400 5.000 12.100 2.000
5.000 7.900 2.000 0.300 9.000 3.000
2.000 -0.000
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49 950/1 1/1 1/1 1/1
1/1 0/1 0/1 0/1
0/1 0/1 0/1 0/1
0/1 0/1 0/1 0/1
1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1
0/1 0/1 -1/1 1/1
0/1 0/1 -1/1 0/1
0/1 -1/1 -1/1 0/1

THE MAXIMUM VALUE IS 25810/1
33 500/1
21 200/1
35 350/1
24 250/1
37 500/1
3 250/1
5 300/1

41 900/1
4 250/1

31 250/1
43 600/1
26 100/1
45 300/1
25 900/1
47 1000/1
42 900/1
49 1000/1

FINAL PHASE 2 TABLEAU
0 1 2 30
12 13 6 7
8 9 10 11

27 14 15 16
17 18 19 34
20 22 38 23
32 36 48 40
29 44 46 28

0 25810/1 1/1 3/1 5/1
3/5 48/5 5/1 2/1
0/1 3/5 3/5 3/5
0/1 28/5 3/5 28/5
7/5 17/5 2/5 131/10
2/5 5/1 121/10 2/1
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